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About This Game

A game inspired by classic Magic Carpet, with modern graphics and features. You play as a sorcerer, exploring mysterious
worlds, changing them, discovering ancient secrets, creating new spells, fighting creatures and other mages, building and

destroying as you please.
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Title: Arcane Worlds
Genre: Action, Adventure, Early Access, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ranmantaru Games
Publisher:
Ranmantaru Games
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4, Athlon 64

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia 6600, ATI X1300

DirectX: Version 9.0c
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OMG. What looks like a low priced and fun little word puzzle game is nothing but utter frustration.

Why?

Ugh, this is an absolute "perfect example" of why you should NEVER make a game, especially of this nature in a language
which you are not well versed in. Good grief!

The game asks you to make smaller words using the letters in any order from a bigger word that it gives you, however it doesn't
recognize tons of even the most obvious English words like "is" "if" and "or". In my short time with this game here is a list of
words that the game didn't recognize as valid English words (I was playing the game using the ENGLISH language option)

NOT VALID ENGLISH WORDS (According to this game):
---------------------------------------------------------
mad
Is
his
as
beg
if
got

..Notice how the word "got" is NOT a valid word according to this game, but the word "get" IS recongized as a word and this
game will give you its definition of any word should you simply click on it. According to this game, the word "get" has this
meaning: "a return on a shot that seemed impossible to reach and would normally have resulted in a point for the opponent".

So words like "is" and "if" aren't valid English words, but words like "pe" is fine and has the meaning "the 17th letter of the
Herbew alphabet".

Stay FAR away from this nonsense of a game, at least if you speak English. NOT recommended. I know this game doesn't know
that the word "not" is actually an English word, but trust me... it is.

---------------

One last interesting note about this game:

This game recognizes the word "S H I T" as a word and it has this meaning: "something of little value"

...I'm so glad that this game understands what it is worth. Little value. And nowhere near the low price tag asked for here on
Steam.. Full Review: http:\/\/wamsoon.com\/index.php\/2018\/08\/03\/majin-woman-quick-hit-review\/

A fun but rage inducingly difficult gem but it's worth the pain. Refunded - Shmups are one of my fave game types but no one
seems to understand the importance of non flashy visuals, if i cant see enemy bullets clearly because of oer the top graphic fx its
not a proper shmup, i had high hopes due to similarities to rtype in the visuals but find the controls sluggish and game not
challenging enough for the genre. My favorite game of all times, used to play old cs like a mad man in my teenage days, now
30+ came back on cs go to have fun with friends. Game looks much more amazing, and the physics is better i think also love the
new type of granades , gave the game some new dimensions. Unfortunately only thing that is ruining all the fun is insane amount
of cheaters, lately its very hard to get a game without at least one. This made a lot of my friends that came back to cs to quit
playing it, because sometime there is no fun in it if you play against obvious cheaters. Valve will have to find out a fast and
effective solution for this, its becoming and epidemic illness for cs go. Hope you solve it cause i love this game!
. Try the free demo, I did and then bought the game.

A truly immersive little game that made me want to reach out and pick up the characters. There is something quite Lego about
the cute style & levels, Skylanders in the gameplay and a good old RPG collect, upgrade and progress mechanic. The actions
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feel accurate, the head tracking aimed ballista mini game is a great way to introduce the mechanic and I like the way thee
difficulty ramps up in the next level.

With the standard seated (Rift) 'blink' movement controls I found the VR sense great, the alternative 'always follow' mode gave
me motion sickness in the first couple of seconds - I switched back and all was fine again.

We've tried quite a few of the early VR experiences and they tend to be quite short, this seems to have a fair bit more content
even in Early Access.

The developer is highly responsive in the community pages too should you run into any problems. Good job so far.

I'll update this review as we play more of the game from both adult and younger player perspectives.. Half good again, its worth
it for ?????? shes cool. Zebruh... is a thing, yeah.... This is the first of the Love Chronicles series. You are a prince, who has
been having rather disturbing dreams. Deciding to investigate as it might be destiny, you make a journey, eventually discovering
a kingdom which has suffered a witch's curse. Basically, a twist on Sleeping Beauty.

Plot is decent, characters are vibrant, minigames are fun, and the HO scenes are thrilling.

Recommend getting the bundle.
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It's probably my least favorite Nancy Drew game. It's very boring, and I don't reccomend it. Even for a frequent ND player.. +
Felicia costume

- Jon Talbain gets forgotten again

Can we please have Darkstalkers 4 now Capcom?. GREAT art and music, with a plot that can be very intriguing, emotional and
even funny, I think this is the second time a game made me cry. I don't really play visual novels, but after this one I can't wait
for the next games in the Flowers series to be translated, so I'm really hoping JAST USA can bring them to us. Thanks a lot to
the developees and the localization staff for making this game possble.. The main intrigue of F1 2011 was clear in advance —
what of numerous shortcomings of the crude predecessor will manage to correct this time? On a choice were offered graphics
(too gloomy for such glamourous sport), physics (tram), artificial intelligence of rivals (together with a cursor it was copied
from DiRT and GRID not familiar with the world of "Formula One"), repetitions of races (even it is close not similar to the
telepicture) and all intra game menus (annoyingly slow). Effect of freshness which last year's game (F1 2010 knocked down I
was the official simulator of "Formula One" first for much years) this time any more won't work therefore as some are
expressed not nice Russian партократы, "the turn of policy of real affairs" came. (This my opinion and it can not coincide with
yours).. Call of Suzerain doesn't work. You cast it and next turn no hero shows up for hire. I casted the crap out of this spell, just
a mana drain spell that does nothing.

Two or three are useful, the rest seem like crap spells.. Adds value to the game and story. I might say that these DLC are more
structured then the main game.. this game should not even be on Steam.

Update 0.29:
It's a smaller update, and mostly a technical one. It would be most interesting for modders.

Change log:

Added comments to the script files, describing how things work.

Added auto-generated documentation for game objects.

Added initial Steamworks integration, for now it just pauses the game when you open the Steam overlay.

Log entries now include time since game start.

Updated BASS.

. Update 0.43:
I had some health issues, so this update took way longer than expected. I'm much better now though.

The main thing in this update is the new boss fight mode.

Also, I switched to DirectX 9 ex, which might cause issues on some systems, so let me know if there are any weird bugs or
problems starting the game.

Change log:

 Added initial boss fight game mode.

 Switched to DirectX 9 ex, requires Windows Vista or newer.

 Player now collides with static objects.

 Gatherers now ignore mana that is in the castle limits.
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 Fixed a mouse input bug.

 Using a different font (more localization-friendly).

 Switched to Visual C 2017.

 Added IK animation system.

 Added voxel-based model generation system.

 Added a bunch of developer tools.

. Update 0.28:
Video:
https://youtu.be/2pO8DzJYTcA

Change log:

Added building editor (enable developer tools too see it in the main menu).

Made building models and textures independent and mod-able (this breaks old saved games).

Your castle can be upgraded now, changing mana capacity, number of gatherers, etc.

. Update 0.25: mana tactics:
You need to claim mana with the new spell now, like in Magic Carpet. Otherwise, the gatherers won't touch it, and you need it
collected and stored at your castle to increase your maximum mana so you can cast more powerful spells.

Gatherers can be killed now, so you might consider where to place your castle and where to kill the monsters to gather the mana
faster and without extra trouble.

I rebalanced spell costs and other related parameters, so you can't anymore spam fireballs early on. You'll need to get some
mana quickly before you engage a lot of enemies and use your castle more to speed up mana regeneration.

I also added a normal (non-dark) version of the birds and improved various stuff.

The castle is not damageable or upgradeable yet, I'll add that later. It'll add to the difficulty, especially in the dark worlds.

Change log:

 Mana is now "wild" by default and should be claimed with the new Claim Mana spell.

 Gatherers only pick up mana owned by the player now, ignoring the wild mana.

 Player's maximum mana depends on the mana stored in the castle now.

 Player's mana regeneration rate now depends on the mana owned (claimed) by the player.

 Made gatherers pick up mana much more efficiently.

 Gatherers can be damaged and killed now, both by enemies and the player.
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 Rebalanced spell mana costs and some other parameters.

 Extra mana (above castle's capacity) is now expelled from the castle.

 Added normal (non-dark) birds.

 Added gatherer summon and death effects and sounds.

 Added gatherers' info to HUD.

 Mana, gatherers and player's missiles are now visible on the map.

 Added dotted line to the castle on the map.

 Spell icon turns semi-transparent now when the spell can't be cast.

 Made Fracture spell stronger and improved its effect aesthetically.

 Updated the tutorial to teach about claiming mana.

 Fixed items appearing inside menhirs sometimes.

 Added additional screen message with smaller text, mostly for the tutorial.

 Added world gameplay time to script, also displayed on the performance stats screen.

 Changed the way C++ and Squirrel objects are linked internally.

. Update 0.27:
This update adds mod-able game modes, and a sandbox mode. No Steam workshop support for mods yet, and I postponed
survival mode for now.

Changelog:

Added mod-able game modes.

Added sandbox mode.

Added anti-aliasing blur setting.

Added option for shadow Temporal AA, independent from main AA setting.

Added option to enable developer tools (special hotkeys etc.), which is off by default.

. Update 0.30:
Another mostly technical update: lava spells for sandbox and technical stuff for future mod support.

 Added lava source, sink and globe spells for use in the sandbox mode.

 Switched to physfs library for reading/writing game files. Building editor now saves to %APPDATA%\buildings\
folder.
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 Optimized file checks (like reloading shaders/textures/scripts).

 Switched to Visual C++ 2013. No runtime installation necessary, so ignore this.

 Changed button style in the main menu.

. Update 0.26: new shadows:
This is mostly a technical update, no gameplay changes. The major feature is new shadows.

I did some cache-related optimizations for the water/lava simulation, so let me know if it helped or not if the game was slow for
you before.

Note that you can support me on Patreon[www.patreon.com] now, which have some behind-the-scenes and work-in-progress
posts for supporters. And my thanks to those who already did, it helps a lot!

Change log:

 New shadows.

 New anti-aliasing method (TAA).

 Tree foliage now uses a much less detailed model in the distance, for performance.

 Tried to improve water simulation performance on some CPUs.

 Added rim lighting and adjusted land textures.

 Disabled stylistic post-processing effect by default, you can toggle it with F5.

 Various rendering optimizations.

 Sound volume instead of master volume in settings.

. Update 0.38:
This update brings some optimizations and a new world type (mountains). The game now uses vertex shader textures, so I had to
drop support for some old Radeon cards that don't support this feature.

Change log:

New world type: mountains.

Using vertex shader textures for height map and water foam flow (moving some calculations to GPU).

Smoother nearby land (clamped bicubic interpolation).

Culling out-of-view land, water and lava.

Fixed guard tower shooting at mana gatherers.

Various minor improvements.
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